
Yokohama Goes Circular 
(横浜はサーキュラーになります)



The Problem: Why is it bad to be linear? 

     Today, more than 300 million tons of new plastic are produced worldwide each 

year. Almost 18-billions pounds of waste ends up in the ocean. 

An example of a linear response is method of buying, wearing, and leaving or 

throwing away The overall goal of this project is to go circular, which is a process 

of reusing materials over and over, then renewing the material we’re reusing.

This project shows how Yokohama, Japan                                                                                                                   

can build a circular economy.



Research: Regulations for a Circular Economy Design
Special rules and regulations to create a circular economy

● Cradle to Cradle (C2C)- Cradle to Cradle (C2C) is to reuse a product until it is complete, it 
then goes it’s natural landfill. 

● Digital Technology- To track everything, to see it’s life cycle and how we can reuse it.  
Waste + Information = Resource

● Digital Apps help by knowing information, support the search of materials and resources 
as well. The internet is filled with knowledge, which makes it easier to get some ideas of 
different solutions to non-waste materials in the natural environment. 

● Green energy sources, instead of using oil as an energy source we can use solar and 
wind energy. This is a better solution, because we are not polluting the air. 

● Reuse materials from old building materials, for new buildings. 

● Sort Your Trash, use the right waste cans (trash cans or recycle bins, and glass, paper)



Research: Circular Fashion
Principle 1: Designing out waste and pollution
There are ways you can still reuse materials and keep them in use, without making new 
clothing and creating more pollution. Yokohama has a plan for clothing in a more 
circular sense. 

Principle 2: Keeping products and materials in use
Fashion is also good for upcycling and transforming clothes to something new. Check 
out local textile & fabric recycling spots, pass on or hand them down, or you can even 
rent your clothes to people who might want them. This keeps clothing in the circular 
economy otherwise known as “Circular Fashion”. It's a better way to use clothing.

Principle 3: Regenerating natural systems
Regenerating natural systems is when cities use renewable energy and not fossil 
fuels.One  energy source is solar energy. Solar energy is powered by the rays of the sun 
and it is good for the environment. Another energy source is wind energy. 



Research: Mining the City
Resources and Materials: Mining the City

Many resources originally were extracted from the earth and became stored in 

buildings and infrastructure. Certain materials, such as paper, steel and glass, are 

already being recycled but the largest share of this material ends up in low-grade or 

downcycled uses. The Landmark Tower has a type of flexible material that absorbs 

forces of the earthquake. 

The production of concrete produces large amounts of greenhouse gas emissions, 

there are many types of materials and products that are being discarded in cities, but 

could very well be reused for other buildings, parks, and new infrastructure.



Research: Circular Lantern Festivals
Yokohama, the life that blooms in the city is a mixture of old and new.  A special 

way to celebrate loved ones is lighting up lanterns during the River Lantern Festival held 
each year.  People made the River Lantern Festival better for the environment, by 
changing the way they release the Lanterns and changing the materials used to make 
the lanterns.

The team is working on a new lantern, the lantern’s surface is made out a natural 
plastic like Ooho. Ooho comes from seaweed, it dissolves into the water once you place 
it to float. The outside is dissolvable paper, which is also made out of a natural resource, 
cellulose. This also dissolves without putting any chemicals in the water. 



Investigative Procedure: The Engineering Design Process

Step 1: Define one of the biggest problems in cities, a linear economy and waste.

Step 2: Look for a team of student engineers with good ideas (3 members)

Step 3: Discuss ideas and find suitable solutions by researching the problem.

Step 4: Create a Project Plan for a guide and give a sense of what the plan is; 1) set 
goals, 2) set schedule, 3) regular team check-ins, and 4) final reflections. 

Step 5: Design what the whole team visualized in a Prototype 1: SimCity

 Step 6: Write a research essay that includes solutions to the problem and the 
problem itself.



Investigative Procedure: The Engineering Design Process

Step 7: Create Prototype 2:  City Concept Drawing

Step 8: Get feedback on drawing prototype.

Step 9: Use feedback and the city drawing to build Prototype 3: the 3D modelling  

Step 10: Share it with others, getting more feedback on how to make the solution 
better.

Step 11: Build the final model, and make some changes in the process.

Step 12: Present to engineers and scientists.

Step 13: Each team member reflects on the project and share their reflections.



Building an online city with 
goals of improving energy, 
land, buildings, schools, 
waste management, food 
and water.

The third prototype and 3d 
competition model for 
judges that give feedback 
over the model.

The 2D concept of 
Yokohama is the drawing 
for the future 3D scale 
model and prototype 3.

Prototype 1: Simcity Prototype 2:
2d City Drawing

Prototype 3:
3d scale model



Organic waste 57%

Other 13%

Metal 4%

Glass 4%

Paper 9%

Plastic 13%

Data Table: Overall Landfill Waste in Yokohama, Japan 



Results and Data Visualization 
The pie chart represents how much waste, 

and what kind of waste is generated in the 

city. Most of the waste is organic waste, 

which can be made into biomass energy or 

composted into the land. The team uses this 

data to design a city to decrease the waste 

materials. As we gather the percentages of 

each material, a discussion happens on how 

we can reduce these numbers by design, 

little by little.



Discussion and Interpretation of Results
Why is it being linear bad for the economy? Why is going circular good economy? 

The linear economy is when you use something and throw it away and that is 

wasting.Most items can be recycled like plastic and others can be reused like 

clothing, but are being thrown away.  Being a linear city is just not healthy for the 

people and the environment. Being linear can cause lots of pollution, air, water, and 

land. In other words, going circular is a lot healthier. There will be more materials 

in use and less waste. The circular economy doesn’t have fossil fuels as an energy 

source. It uses natural energy sources like solar and wind. In conclusion, linear is 

bad for the economy and circular is good. 



Implications and Ideas for Future Research
1) This project is important for the future because if the world turns circular, we don’t have to worry 

as much about running out of the resources and  materials the world needs and uses. We 
learned that most of our trash goes in the ocean, land, water, and air. With circular economies, 
we don’t need to throw all that trash in the ocean, or pollute the air, land, and water. It is 
important to make small changes day by day, and soon we will make a better and more natural 
environment. The small changes include  changing how to make traditions, or any event where 
people gather around and make it circular. The future possibilities are huge, and we hope to meet 
that success.

2) This issue is interesting to our student team and the community because people have never 
seen anything like it and may want to know more about how we can save resources by going 
circular. This project was interesting because we can see the impact that going circular can have 
on our own city and other cities. 

3) Some ideas for future research that build on our project. that will help is some new energy 
sources like biomass and wave buoys. We will also use all the  green, regenerating energy 
sources and we don’t need to worry about using fossil fuels.
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